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General Rules for All CYO Grade School Sports  

2015-2016 

Updated 11/12/15 
 

The items listed below are a summarized list of changes for those that are very familiar 
with the rules. These additions, clarifications, and changes are also provided in-line 
within the appropriate sections of the document to maintain consistency. 

 
1. A new NSAA rule this year is that on a free throw players in lane can 

come in at release of ball, but shooter and anyone behind 3 point line 
must wait till it hits rim 
 

2. As a result of the diminishing number of students due to recent closings of 
Catholic schools, the CYO rule that states, players must be Catholic and or 
going to a Catholic School, is being reconsidered.  CYO basketballs number 1 
priority is to always make the basketball experience for the students a fun and 
memorable experience.  In order to do so, and keep the experience for all the 
students and parents included at a high level, we are suggesting opening up the 
league to other organizations and schools. Competitive non-school related teams 
will be placed in the upper division if there are two divisions in a grade 

3. New 2013 in accordance with NSAA rules and adapting to CYO we 

are implementing the Mercy rule. Which for CYO games will be as 

follows: 

 

If in the 2
nd

 Half and if A team gets ahead by 30 points that team must 

stay behind the 3 point line for defense and more importantly the 

CLOCK will be continuous only Stopping for time outs and by 

Referee discretion for injuries. 
 

4. New 2013 The ball for 7
th

 grade Boys will be 28.5  
5. Weather related cancellation will be on the website or Channel 7 

6. Maximum of 3 coaches per team on bench INCLUDING scorekeeper!! 

7. A Score keeper from the designated HOME team must be seated at 

scorer’s table. Or very near so that the referee’s knows. They are 

considered the Book of Record. Score discrepancies must be 

handled prior to next dead ball and only the referee can change the 

score if there are disagreements. 

 

8. If a person/parent/coach must be escorted out the gym we are 

suggesting that the home Gym administrator and the 2
nd

 ref and 

head coach make sure this happens. If the tossed individual does 

not leave within 5 minutes or as quickly as instructed the game will 

be stopped and the other team will be declared the winner. 
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9. If a player is disqualified we are suggesting that the head coach is 

responsible for that player. Due to our concern for the safety of our young 

people we are recommending that the player disqualified sit on the bench 

(at all times) and must be silent. If he/she is not, the bench will get the next 

technical which could result in the coach getting disqualified. 

 

10. Players/Fans/Coaches disqualified or escorted from the Gym area will be 

suspended at minimum of 1 game and possibly if warranted recommended 

by the board to be banned from CYO play. 

 

11. Scores will be reported via email at fabencker2@att.net, text at 402-917-

0731 or the preferred method of entering them via the website. 

 

        http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443885400 

 
 

 

PREVIOUS ADDITIONS, CLARIFICATIONS, AND/OR CHANGES 

1. 3
rd
/4

th
 Grade ties are to be decided by one 2 minute OT.  If a tie still exists after 1 

OT, it is recorded as such.  Each team gets one additional timeout including any 
carry-overs from regulation play. 

2. Coaches WILL NOT change games  

3. No videotaping of opponents. 

4. League play will end one week before the post-season tournament to allow for 
proper seeding (provided all scores are in), time to review brackets, and a full 
week of practice for teams. 

5. 3
rd
/4

th
 grade teams are NOT required to play man-to-man defense.  However 

they may press in the last 30 seconds of regulation and last 30 seconds of OT. 

6. Referee’s fees are $22 for the next 2 years.  If only one referee is present, $15 
from each team is required. 

7. If a School/Parish has 2 teams competing in 1 age group, players may only be 
on one roster in that age group.  If ‘borrowing a player’ is done for the sake of 
getting a game played.  The team that borrowed must tell the opposing coach 
and referees.  The game is considered a loss for the team that borrowed. 

8. A player may participate on more than one team if “playing up” to help fill a roster 
on another team, however, no schedule modifications will be made to avoid 
potential game time conflicts if they occur. 

9. Girls can play in the boy’s league if a girls’ team is not available at the school 
and boys make up the majority of the team’s roster. 

10. In the event that 2 teams finish tied for 1
st
 or 2

nd
 in the league and do not have 

“head to head” experience to break a tie, the CYO Commissioner will schedule a 
1 game playoff at the league’s first available date to break the tie. 

11. Channel 7 KETV should be consulted on weather cancellations. 

mailto:fabencker2@att.net
http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443885400
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12. Initial Rosters, fees, potential parish schedule conflicts, parish gym availability, 
and deposits are due by November 21st.  Final Rosters are due not later than 
December 31

st
 
 
and cannot be changed after that date. 

13. Each participating School/Parish shall provide a separate $100 forfeiture deposit 
check with their team fees to cover costs in the event any of their teams do not 
show up for scheduled games.  A $50 per game charge will be deducted from 
the deposit for each game forfeited.  Additional forfeiture fees may be required if 
more than 2 games are forfeited.  The only excused forfeits will be those 
changes within the parish for religious or school sponsored events that could not 
have been anticipated by the Athletic Director of the program and approved by 
the CYO board of directors.  Checks will be returned at the end of the season to 
the schools that have not experienced forfeiture. 

14. Teams at 3
rd
-6

th
 grade level will be scheduled for 10-12 games maximum 

depending on the number of teams at the age group.  Grades 7
th
 & 8

th
 may have 

up to 14 games.  There will be NO position rounds. 

15. All coaches and Ads are responsible for bench and fan decorum.  Taunting and 
yelling during foul shots by another player or fan should be handled by the coach 
or AD.  Gym personnel can also ask unruly fans to be removed from their facility. 

16. ALL GYMS should have a copy of the rules, Ads’ and Coaches at the scorer’s 
table.  All gyms should be opened 15-30 minutes prior to the first game. 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The CYO board listed below of must approve exceptions to any of the rules. 
 

Name School Phone # 

Jeff Pospichal St Bernadettes 671-9123 

Rich Gonzalez St. Gerald’s 699-8140 

John Mulligan All Saints 672-6663 
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I hereby pledge good sportsmanship by demonstrating positive support for all players, 
coaches and officials at every game, practice or other youth sports event.    
 

I will remember that the game is for the students and not for the adults. 
 

I will support the established school policy for student athletes regarding academic 
and behavioral expectations. 
 
I will ask my child to treat other players, coaches, fans, and officials with respect. 
 
I will demand a drug, alcohol and tobacco free sports environment for my child and 
agree to assist by refraining from their use at all youth sports events. 
 

PLAYER COMMITMENT 
 

I understand that playing for my school is a privilege and an honor.  My actions reflect 
upon myself, my teammates and my school.  Therefore, I promise to conduct myself in 
accordance with the following: 
 

 I will do my best to maintain appropriate academic and behavioral 
expectations as outlined by my school. 

 I will attend all practices and games, unless I have notified my coach 
within a reasonable amount of time of my planned absence. 

 I will treat each player, opposing coach, officials, parent and 
administrators with respect and dignity. 

 I will refrain from making derogatory comments about my teammates or 
opposing players. 

 I will act to encourage my teammates through positive comments and 
actions. 

 
COACHING GUIDELINES 

 
I understand that my responsibilities as a youth coach are of great importance and that 
my actions have the potential to significantly influence the young athletes whom I coach.  
Therefore, I will conduct myself in accordance with the following coach’s guidelines: 
 

 I will lead by example, in demonstrating fair play, and sportsmanship to 

all players and officials. 

 I will conduct my practices so that all players have the opportunity to 
improve their skill level through participation. 

 I realize that the fifth & the majority of the sixth grade leagues are 
considered recreational and that the fundamentals are what are 
important. 

 As for the seventh and eighth grade teams, I realize that this is a 
competitive bracket.  I will take and active role to include all athletes in 
practice and instruction.  I will also remember to consider the feelings of 
these young people when dealing with game time participation. 
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ELIGIBILITY 
  
National Parishes will be governed by Article 2, of the city CYO by laws that reads,    
“Membership in the CYO chapter of any national parish will be determined according to 
the archdiocese division and regulations for membership in a parish”. Players qualifying, 
as members of national parishes will play for the parish in which their parents are 
registered. Only one parish affiliation may be claimed. If a player’s parish does not have 
a team then an adjacent parish could pick that player up. The intent of the league is that 
all children have the opportunity to play organize sports 
 
A player whose eligibility is affected by the establishment of a new parish may continue 
to play for their former parish until the current season is completed. This cannot exceed 
five months.  This ruling does not affect parishes that have two churches but only one 
school. 
 
A player roster signed by the coach and the Basketball coordinator must be in the CYO 
files at least 24 hours before game time of the first game. Any additions to the roster 
must be into the CYO office 24 hours before game time.  No new additions to the roster 
will be accepted after January 1.  Rosters must include the name and birth date of each 
player. The respective Pastor or Athletic Director for their school then must sign these 
rosters. The CYO director will have a copy for each roster if an issue would arise. 
 
Since the CYO governs only parish teams, Rule 14-10 stating that ‘…children in grades, 
K-6, shall not participate in inter-school athletics’ does not apply to our leagues or 
member teams. 
 
The league will offer teams the opportunity to play in the CYO on a year-to-year basis. 
This will include teams that normally play in PAL (Parochial Athletic League), as well as 
other area leagues. Club teams will play in the higher division of that grade. In some 
cases 1 grade up will be utilized depending on that team’s skill level. 
 
 

Transfers (NEW) 
Players may not transfer from one parish to another merely for the sake of playing 
athletics.   If a player DOES NOT RECEIVE A WAIVER from their school to play for 
another school, he/she must sit out 90 days before playing for the other school.  Junior 
high players may never establish a temporary residence. They belong to the parish in 
which their parents or guardians hold membership. 
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

K/1st Grade Teams 
 

1. Score will NOT be kept.  The purpose of this league is instructional 
2. (NEW) 2 full timeouts per game 1 per half no carrying over 
3. Hour TIME allotted at gym before next game so time management is 

imperative. 
4. 15-20 minutes on court instruction with coaches 
5. 4--- periods eight minute running clock 
6. If baskets should be lowered to 7 ft if gyms can accommodate. 
7. In each quarter at the 4 minute mark the buzzer will sound and the 

coaches, will substitute if needed, this will also serve as a 1 minute 
timeout. 

8. Half time will be 5 minutes 
9. 8 foot foot  baskets will be used both coaches must agree 
10. The Junior Basketball will be used (27.5”) for all boys and girls teams. 
11. Defense cannot extend out past the 3 pt. line 
12. Defenses can be either 2-3 or man to man, we ask that each coach        

communicates that prior to game time. 
13. Defense—No blocking of shot, we discourage swatting of the ball, we 

encourage the fact that defense is played with hands up and feet sliding 
side to side. 

14. Defense can’t steal on a dribble but Can on a pass. 
15. No 3 seconds in the lane’ will be called.  Please inform parents and 

grandparents!!! 
16. No free throws will be shot , if foul is called the ball will be given 

To that offended team. 
17. One referee paid $11 per team, paid at game site. 
18. Post season Tournament is optional and rules will be communicated 

prior to the games 
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

2nd Grade Teams 
 

1. Score will NOT be kept.  The purpose of this league is instructional 
2. (NEW) 2 full timeouts per game 1 per half no carrying over 
3.   Hour TIME allotted at gym before next game so time management is 

imperative. 
4. 15-20 minutes on court instruction with coaches 
5. 4--- periods eight minute running clock 
6. In each quarter at the 4 minute mark the buzzer will sound and the 

coaches, will substitute if needed, this will also serve as a 1 minute 
timeout. 

7. Half time will be 5 minutes 
8. 8 foot baskets will be used  
9. The Junior Basketball will be used (27.5”) for all boys and girls teams. 
10. Defense cannot extend out past the 3 pt. line 
11. Defenses can be either 2-3 or man to man, we ask that each coach     

communicates that prior to game time. 
12. Defense—No blocking of the shot, we discourage the swatting of the 

ball, we encourage the fact that defense is played with hands up and 
feet sliding side to side. 

13. Defense can’t steal on a dribble but Can on a pass. 
14.   No 3 seconds in the lane’ will be called.  Please inform parents and 

grandparents!!! 
15.   No free throws will be shot , if foul is called the ball will be given 

              To that offended team. 
16. One referee paid $11 per team, paid at game site. 
17. Post season Tournament is optional and rules will be communicated 

prior to the games 
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

3RD and 4th Grade Teams 
 

1. Score will be kept.  Games may end in a tie after one 2-minute OT until the 
year end tournament.  During the tournament, 2 minute overtime quarters shall 
be played until a winner is determined. 

2. Winning teams will be allowed to enter scores at the below URL 

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896 

3. The Girls Basketball will be used (28.5”) for all boys and girls teams. 

4. Game shall be called according to state NSAA rules except as noted herein. 
This includes the team foul rules as well as the individual rule of 5 fouls and 
player must leave the game. 

5. (NEW in 2009-2010) Move 3
rd
 and 4

th
 grade free throw to 13ft.  Gyms should 

try to be marked.  Player shooting can’t go over 13ft line.  Defensive player 
must move down to closest position to baseline. The free throw shooter must 
shoot and stay behind the marked 13ft line.  

6. 4-periods—6 minute quarters with clock stopping per NSAA rules 

7.  3
rd
/4

th
 Grade ties are to be decided by one 2 minute OT.  If a tie still exists 

after 1 OT, it is recorded as such.  Each team gets one additional timeout 
including any carry-overs from regulation play. 

8. 3-pt goals will be allowed if gym is marked.     

9. Defense can only extend to the ½ court line.  For the last 30 seconds of 
regulation play or the OT, the defense may extend beyond half-court.  

10. If a team is ahead by 10 points or more its defense must retreat to behind the 3 
point line or equivalent if gym is not marked.  They must also play a zone 
defense.  One warning will be given and if not heeded, the other team will 
receive 2 shots and the ball. 

11. ‘5 seconds in the lane’ will be called. Please inform parents and 
grandparents!!! 

12. 2-thirty (30) second and 3–one (1) minute time outs per GAME are allowed.  
One additional (1) minute timeout will be allowed in the OT period including any 
remaining timeouts from regulation play 

13. 2 referees will work each game being paid $22 a game by one of the two 
coaches.  If only one is present, each team shall only pay $15 each. 

14. CYO encourages that all players play the game.   However it is the school and 
their individual rules that dictate the amount of playing time. 

15. Substitution can be made per NSAA rules; at a dead ball or referee’s 
discretion. 

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

5th and 6th BOYS and GIRLS 
 

1. Score will be kept.  Over time shall determine a winner per rule 7 below. 

2.    Winning teams will be allowed to enter scores at the below URL 

   http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896 

3. Both teams must keep teams statistics i.e. fouls and timeouts in their 
respective books 

4. The Girls Basketball will be used (28.5”) shall be used for all boys and girls 
teams. 

5. Game shall be called according to state NSAA rules except as noted herein. 
This includes the team foul rules as well as the individual rule of 5 fouls and 
player must leave the game. 

6. 4-periods—6 minute quarters with clock stopping per NSAA rules 

7. In CYO the regulation free throw line will be in forced. 

8. 3 minute overtime quarters shall be played until a winner is determined; one 
time out is allowed in each OT quarter. 

9. 3-pt goals will be allowed if gym is marked 

10. 2-thirty (30) second and 3–one (1) minute time outs per GAME are allowed. 

11.  Full court press is allowed in ONLY the 4
th
 quarter, until there is a 15 point 

advantage. The team will be allowed to guard at the half court. 

12. 2 referees will work each game being paid $22 a game by one of the two 
coaches.  If only one is present, each team shall only pay $15 each. 

13.   CYO encourages that all players play the game. However it is the school and        
their individual rules that dictate the amount of playing time. 

 

 

 

 

.

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

7th and 8th GIRLS and 7th BOYS 
 

1. Score will be kept.  Over time shall determine a winner per rule 7 below. 

2. Winning teams will be allowed to enter scores at the below URL 

   http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896. 

3. Both teams must keep teams statistics i.e. fouls and timeouts in their 
respective books 

4. The Girls Basketball will be used (28.5”) for all girls’ teams, and thru the 7
th
 

grade boys level. 

5. Game shall be called according to state NSAA rules except as noted herein. 
This includes the team foul rules as well as the individual rule of 5 fouls and 
player must leave the game. 

6. 4-periods—7 minute quarters with clock stopping per NSAA rules 

7. 3 –minute overtime quarters shall be played until a winner is determined; one 
time out is allowed in each OT quarter. 

8. 3-pt goals will be allowed if gym is marked 

9. 2-thirty (30) second and 3–one (1) minute time outs per GAME are allowed. 

10.   (new 2013) Full court press is allowed, until there is a 25 point advantage. After   
a 25 point advantage teams cannot engage until midcourt. 

11. 2 referees will work each game being paid $22 a game by one of the two 
coaches.  If only one is present, each team shall only pay $15 each. 

12.    CYO encourages that all players play the game. However it is the school and         
their individual rules that dictate the amount of playing time. 

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896
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SPECIFIC RULES FOR: 

8th BOYS  
 

1. Score will be kept.  Over time shall determine a winner per rule 7 below. 

2. Winning teams will be allowed to enter scores at the below URL 

   http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896. 

3. Both teams must keep teams statistics i.e. fouls and timeouts in their respective 
books 

4. 8
th
 grade boys will use regulation men’s basketball (29.5”). 

5. Game shall be called according to state NSAA rules except as noted herein. This 
includes the team foul rules as well as the individual rule of 5 fouls and player 
must leave the game. 

6. 4-periods—7 minute quarters with clock stopping per NSAA rules 

7. 3 –minute overtime quarters shall be played until a winner is determined; one 
time out is allowed in each OT quarter. 

8. 3-pt goals will be allowed if gym is marked 

9. 2-thirty (30) second and 3–one (1) minute time outs per GAME are allowed. 

10. (new 2013) Full court press is allowed, until there is a 25 point advantage. After a 
25 point advantage teams cannot engage until midcourt. 

11. 2 referees will work each game being paid $22 a game by one of the two 
coaches.  If only one is present, each team shall only pay $15 each. 

12.    CYO encourages that all players play the game. However it is the school and        
their individual rules that dictate the amount of playing time. 

 

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443883896
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SPORTSMANSHIP RULES 
 

Each athletic director is ultimately responsible for its coaches, fans and 

players conduct.  
 
If a player or coach or fan is kicked out of a game for misconduct, then he/she is 
suspended the next following game. The referees will notify Larry Pesek (Chief 
referee) and/or League Director of these infractions. If they are kicked out a 
second time then they are suspended for the remaining part of the year, 
including the season ending tournament.  The CYO board will determine further 
disciplinary action. 
 
If a player or coach or fan is removed because of fighting, notification of such 
shall be to Larry Pesek and/or League Director. The parties involved are 
suspended and the CYO board will determine their standing in the league. This 
does include ½ hour before and after game time on the premises. 
 
The sportsmanship of the fans and players are the sole responsibility of the 
individual coaches and/or Ads’. Any swearing, vulgar or sexually explicit 
language, taunting or yelling during foul shots by another player or fan will not be 
tolerated.  Gym personnel can also ask unruly fans to be quiet or may remove them 

from their facility. 

 

 If a coach receives 1 direct technical foul then the NSAA bench decorum 
rules goes into effect. 

 Each coach or athletic director is responsible for property at each gym 
location. Each coach is responsible for cleanliness of his or her bench 
area. 

 Each coach or athletic director must have a wavier or disclaimer of 
criminal complaints filed at their appropriate schools. 

 

 

 

REFEREE’S 
 
All referees will be state sanctioned. Each referee will act in a professional 
manner as is expected by all of the coaches, players, fans as well as site support 
individuals.  Each athletic director will provide comment forms to their coaches. 
These comment forms are used to help evaluate and improve our officials. See 
page 13 of this document 
 

 Larry Pesek is the scheduler for all referees used by this league. 

 Larry can be reached at Cell: 319-6281 or Home: 738-8905. 

 Comment forms can be emailed to Larry at lpthereferee50@yahoo.com and 

fabencker2@att.net 

mailto:lpthereferee50@yahoo.com
mailto:fabencker2@att.net
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REPORTING SCORES 
 

The Winning Team must report the score to their school’s Basketball 

coordinator within 48 hrs. after the game.  All Basketball coordinators’ or 

coaches are responsible for their own scores. 
 
Scores will be reported via email at fabencker2@att.net, text at 402-917-0731 

 

http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443885400 

 
 
 

CYO Director Contact Information 
 
Any problems can be referred to the CYO director in the following manner  
 

Cell----402-917-0731 

HOME---402-468-4396 

Or email can be sent to him at fabencker2@att.net 

Home 511 so 16
th

  

Fort Calhoun Ne 68023 

 

mailto:fabencker2@att.net
http://www.leaguelineup.com/games.asp?url=cyobasketball&sid=443885400
mailto:fabencker2@att.net
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GYM LOCATIONS 
OMAHA, BELLEVUE, RALSTON, AND PAPILLION SCHOOLS 

FT CALHOUN 

 

ASSUMPTION 5602 SO 22
nd

 ST 

CHRIST THE KING (CTK) 831 SO. 88
TH

 ST. 

HOLY CROSS 4837 WOOLWORTH AVE. 

HOLY GHOST 5220 SO. 52
ND

 ST. (Q) 

HOLY NAME 2901 FONTENELLE BLVD 

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHURCH 

(ICC) 
2516 BANCROFT ST. 

JESUIT ACADEMY (JMS) 2311 NO. 22
ND

 ST. 

MARY OUR QUEEN(MOQ) 3405 SO 119
th

 ST 

OUR LADY OF LOURDES 2124 SO 32
nd

 AVE  

RONCALI  HIGH SCHOOL 6401 SORENSEN PARKWAY  

ST. BERNADETTE (ST.BERN) 7720 SO. 42
ND

 ST. 

ST. COLUMKILLE (ST. COL) 224 E. 5
TH

 ST. (PAPILLION) 

ST. GERALDS 7857 LAKEVIEW ST. (RALSTON) 

ST JOAN of Arc 7430 HASCAL ST 

ST. MARGARET MARY (SMM) 123 N. 61
ST

 ST. (ACROSS FROM UNO) 

ST. MARY OF BELLEVUE (BSM) 903 WEST MISSION-BELLEVUE 

ST. MATTHEWS (ST MATT) 12210 SO. 36
TH

 ST (BELLEVUE) 

ST. PETER AND PAULS (SPP) 3619 ‘X’ ST. 

ST. PHILLIP NERI (ST PHILS) 8200 N. 31
ST

 ST. 

ST. THOMAS MORE (STM) 3515 SO 48
TH

 AVE. 

LIED CENTER 1-4  2700 Arboretum Dr, Bellevue, NE 68005 
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CYO Referee Comment Form 
 

Please use this form to express concerns/complaints, as well as, compliments of 

our referees. In addition to your “comments,” please include all requested 

information below for tracking purposes.  In order for the CYO board to address 

any issues/concerns or for Referee director, Larry Pesek, to share positive or 

negative comments with his refs, we are asking that all coaches/directors follow 

this procedure.  Last year we received emails regarding referee performance, but 

we need to track all comments via this form.  

 

Coaches, please forward completed forms via e-mail to your Athletic director or 

basketball commissioner.  It should then be forwarded to Frank Bencker 

(fabencker2@att.net), or Rich Gonzalez (omaharg@cox.net).  If you do not have 

e-mail access, forward hard copies to your AD/Rep, who can in turn, contact the 

league for delivery.  

 

 

Date  Location  Game Time  Teams (Including Grade) 

 

 

 

Comments: 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

mailto:fabencker2@att.net
mailto:omaharg@cox.net

